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January 21, 1992 
Volume 4, Issue 3 
 
 
His Excellency Slobodan Milo�evi�  
President of the Republic of Serbia 
Marsala Tita 14 
11000 Belgrade 
Serbia 
 
General Blagoje Adñi�  
Acting  Minister of Defense and  
Chief of Staff of the Yugoslav People's Army 
Kneza Milo�a 35 
11000 Belgrade 
Serbia 
 
Dear President Milo�evi� and General Adñi�: 
 
 The U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee is deeply troubled by reports of serious human rights abuses by the 
Serbian government and the Yugoslav Army. Our own investigations of these reports, conducted during a series of 
fact-finding missions to Yugoslavia over several years, indicate that many of these reports are well founded. We 
call upon you to investigate the abuses enumerated in this letter and to punish those responsible for them. We 
call upon you to take immediate measures to ensure that such violations of human rights do not occur again. 
 The abuses described in this letter include violations of the laws of war in the Croatian conflict, including 
the summary execution of civilians; the indiscriminate and disproportionate use of force against civilian targets; 
the torture and mistreatment of detainees; disappearances and the taking of hostages; the forced displacement 
and resettlement of civilian populations; and the killing of journalists covering the war. In addition to violations 
connected with the armed conflict in Croatia, Helsinki Watch has also documented restrictions on the press and 
on free expression in Serbia and the harassment and repression of opposition political figures and people who 
have spoken out against the war. Finally, we object to the continuing persecution of the Albanian population of 
Kosovo. 
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Rules of War ViolationsRules of War ViolationsRules of War ViolationsRules of War Violations in the Croatian Conflictin the Croatian Conflictin the Croatian Conflictin the Croatian Conflict 
 
 We hold the government of the Republic of Serbia responsible for violations of the rules of war by two 
groups of rebels -- local Serbian irregulars organized in Croatia, and those organized in Serbia and sent to Croatia. 
 
 The government of Serbia has provided military, economic and political support to locally-based 
insurgents in Croatia.  Moreover, President Milo�evi� has asserted that if Croatia were to secede from Yugoslavia, 
the Serbs in Croatia and the territory on which they live could not be part of an independent Croatian state. The 
Serbian government's statements that Serbs in Croatia need protection from Croatian government persecution 
has stirred up fear and hysteria among the Serbian population and contributed to the tension that has led to 
violence. 
 
 The Serbian government has also condoned and, in some cases, supported the formation of at least three 
paramilitary groups in Serbia which operate in Croatia.  What appears to be the most brutal of these groups is led 
by Vojislav �e�elj, leader of the Serbian Radical Party (Srpska Radikalna Stranka) and the Serbian �etnik 
Movement (Srpski �etni�ki Pokret). �e�elj's group of paramilitaries call themselves "�etniks" and operate 
throughout Croatia. A second paramilitary force is commanded by ðeljko Rañnjatovi� (a.k.a. Arkan) and a third 
group is led by Mirko Jovi�. Both Arkan's and Jovi�'s forces are most heavily concentrated in the eastern Slavonian 
region of Croatia. In addition, various Serbian paramilitary groups are organized and trained by the so-called 
Captain Dragan, described by the Washington Post as "a half-Serb mercenary with Australian citizenship who 
refuses to give his real name."1  
 
  We hold the Yugoslav People's Army (JNA) and the federal Yugoslav government responsible for the 
conduct of these groups as well, since the JNA has conducted military operations in which it commands the 
irregulars or operates in conjunction and/or in coordination with them.  Both local insurgents and Serbian-based 
paramilitary groups have been armed, either directly or indirectly, by the JNA and provided with army uniforms 
and possibly military intelligence.  
 
 We therefore request a response from both the Serbian President and the Chief of Staff of the Yugoslav 
People's Army to the following very serious and credible reports of violations of humanitarian law during the 
conflict in Croatia. 
    
    Summary ExecutionsSummary ExecutionsSummary ExecutionsSummary Executions 
 
 Serbian rebel forces appear to be responsible for the extrajudicial executions of at least 200 civilians 
and disarmed soldiers in at least 14 separate instances in five months, committed in areas where these forces 
had exclusive military control or shared that control with the JNA. In several cases, the victims were tortured 
before their execution. Some were captured because they were not to able to flee before advancing Serbian 
insurgent forces due to advanced age or physical incapacity.  
 
July 22, 1991 - Benkovac 
 
                     

     1Mary Battiata, "Serbian Guerrilla Camps Operate Inside Croatia," The Washington Post, July 22, 1991, p. A1. 
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 Three Croats were arrested in Benkovac by Serbian paramilitary police. Ivica Knez, 39, was beaten to 
death and the whereabouts of the other two men, Tomislav �eranja and Tomislav Koleri�, remain unknown.  
 
July 26, 1991 C Struga (municipality of Dvor) 
 
 During a Serbian assault against the predominantly Croatian village of Struga (population 254), three 
Croatian police officers surrendered after Serbian insurgents encircled a house in which they had taken up 
positions. According to eyewitnesses,2 the police officers were stripped of their clothing, humiliated and ordered 
to run through a field, where they were shot and killed by the insurgents. 
 
August 1 C Dalj (municipality of Osijek) 
 
 On August 1, Serbian insurgents attempted to take over the local police station in Dalj.3 Police trapped 
inside the station refused to surrender to JNA troops and a battle for the town ensued. After the JNA occupied Dalj, 
Serbian paramilitary groups reportedly searched the village for Croatian soldiers, police officers and civilians, 
and killed many of those who were found wounded. Some victims had been killed by a bullet to the head at close 
range, apparently after being wounded or beaten, according to autopsy reports.4 Pjetar Djevelekaj, a baker of 
Albanian origin was first beaten and then executed by two close-range gunshots to the head.  
 
Between August 5 and 14 C Lovinac (municipality of Gra�ac) 
 
 Serbian paramilitary groups attacked the village of Lovinac (population 499) on August 5 and reportedly 
kidnapped five Croats (Ivan Ivezi�, 38, Stejepan Katalini�, 55, Marko Pavi�i�, 75, Jure Sekuli�, 57, and Martin Sari�, 
40). Their bodies were found 10 days later.  
 
 
August 16 C Pecki (municipality of Petrinja) 
 
 After the village of Pecki (population 374) was occupied by Serbian forces, four Croatian men were killed 
when they returned to the village to feed their livestock. Three of the men appear to have been tortured prior to 

                     

     2 Interviewed by Helsinki Watch in late July 1991. Serbian insurgents launched an offensive from the town of Dvor 
against Croatian police in the village of Kozibrod. En route, the insurgents captured approximately 40 civilians, 
including some of these witnesses, and used them as human shields during their advance through the villages of 
Struga and Zamla�a. Their testimony is contained in "Yugoslavia: Human Rights Abuses in the Croatian Conflict," 
Helsinki Watch, September 1991, pp. 6-10. 

     3Dalj has a population of 5,492, in which Serbs constitute a slight majority over Croats and Hungarians. 

     4The information was obtained from reports of autopsies performed by doctors from the Department of Pathology 
and Forensic Medicine at Osijek Hospital and the Department of Anatomy at Zagreb University's School of Medicine. 
The autopsy reports cited herein were performed by Croatian and non-Croatian doctors, including Serbian 
pathologists and forensic experts. Helsinki Watch interviewed some of the doctors who performed the autopsies in 
Osijek and Zagreb.  
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their execution. According to autopsy reports,5 Ivica Bugarin, 23, was shot and stabbed repeatedly, most probably 
with bayonets. His left arm was amputated, probably with an ax.  
 
 Hand axes were probably used to kill Djuro Horvat, 28, and Mate Horvat, 32, whose skull was fractured 
after his head was held firmly to the ground while heavy blows were inflicted with a blunt object. Stjepan Horvat, 
70, died as a result of multiple gunshot wounds.  
 
September 3-4 C �etekovac, �ojlug and Balinci (municipality of Podravska Slatina) 
 
 On September 3-4, the villages of �etekovac (population 310) �ojlug (population 86) and Balinci 
(population 295) were attacked by Serbian forces. After the villages fell to Serbian forces, two policemen and 21 
civilians (16 men and five women) were killed.  The dead ranged in age from 18 to 91 years. According to autopsy 
reports,6 15 civilians were killed by gunshots to the chest or neck. J.B., 65, died from two wounds inflicted by a 
sharp object, presumably a knife. The body of M.S., 36, was set on fire. 
 
 A man from �etekovac recounted how his 58-year-old sister was shot in the knees and then killed with a 
knife by local Serbian insurgents, many of whom were known to him. A 67-year-old man said that he was dragged 
from his home and then witnessed his house and barn set on fire by Serbian paramilitaries.7 Four separate 
witnesses interviewed by Helsinki Watch all identified Boro Luki�, a Serb from a nearby village, as the main 
perpetrator and organizer of the massacres in �etekovac and Balinac. 
 
October 13 C �iroka Kula (municipality of Gospi�) 
 
 Reportedly 13 people (mostly elderly persons and at least one child) were shot or burned to death after a 
mob, led by a Serbian police officer, looted Croatian homes and set them on fire. Eight remaining survivors 
identified their attackers and those who looted their homes. 
 
 Of the 536 people who lived in the village of �iroka Kula, approximately half were Serbs and half Croats. 
According to eyewitness statements, most of the Croats had fled by late September after being threatened and 
intimidated by local Serbian 
authorities, who had occupied the village.  On October 13, the Serbian leader of the local police, Iso Poskonjak, 
promised to evacuate the remaining Croats  from the village and instructed Dane Ore�kovi� (a Croat) to gather the 
Croatian villagers in two houses.  As the Croats assembled in the buildings, Serbian paramilitary groups began 
looting the homes and shot at the assembling villagers.  Most of those killed were members of the Ore�kovi� 
family.  They were killed with shotguns and their bodies were thrown into their homes which had been set on fire.   

                     

     5The following information is contained in reports of autopsies performed by doctors from the Department of 
Pathology and Cytology at Sisak Hospital and the Department of Anatomy at the Zagreb University School of 
Medicine. 

     6The autopsy reports were prepared by doctors from the Department of Pathology and forensic Medicine at Osijek 
Hospital and the Departments of Forensic Medicine and Anatomy at the Zagreb School of Medicine. 

     7Interviewed in the village of �etekovac and Balinac on January 7, 1992. 
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 Mande Ba�a and Ana Niksi�, both over 70, were reportedly found with their throats slashed in Mande 
Ba�a's home.  
 
October 31 -- Grubi�no Polje and other villages in western Slavonia 
 
 Reports by the news agency Tanjug accused Croats of having committed war crimes against Serbs in the 
areas near the town of Grubi�no Polje8 in Croatia.  The allegations were investigated by members of the European 
Community (EC) monitoring mission who found that Serbian forces, not Croatian forces, were guilty of summary 
executions and destruction of civilian property in the area.  The monitoring mission's report concludes: 
 
  We established evidence of crimes which were committed by the [Serbian 

forces] during the two- and three-month period that they controlled that 
particular zone [western Slavonia].  Our team did not find evidence of killings 
later, nor of the systematic destruction of Serbian property by the Croatian 
National Guard or Croats from the area.9 

 
 The EC report also found that Czechs and Croats were killed in 16 villages visited by the mission, homes 
were destroyed and residents were terrorized.   
 
November 10-11 -- Bogdanovci (municipality of Vukovar) 
 
 A 46-year-old Albanian woman, Z.B.,10 had lived in Bogdanovci (population 1,208) for 18 years with her 
family. In early July, members of the Croatian National Guard had taken up positions in the village and many slept 
in the cellars of people's homes, reportedly with the proprietors' permission.  After hostilities in the surrounding 
areas commenced in early July, many villagers fled. When the JNA and Serbian paramilitary groups launched a 
mortar attack against Bogdanovci on July 24, only about 100 people remained in the village.  Z.B. hid in the cellar of 
a house with nine other people ranging in age from 46 to 83.  At the time of the attack, approximately 50 members 
of the Croatian National Guard were stationed in the village. Z.B. recounted the attack: 
 
  We were shelled from the Serbian-controlled villages of Petrovci, Br�adin and 

Pa�etin.  We hid in a basement for nearly two months, including my blind 83-
year-old mother-in-law.  The Croatian Guardsmen would bring us food during 
that time.  On November 10, the village fell to Serbian insurgents and the JNA and 
they told us to leave the cellar. 

 
                     

     8 The population of the municipality of Grubi�no Polje is 14,186, of which 42.3 percent are Croatian, 32.1 percent 
are Serbian, 13.7 percent are Czech, 3.5 percent are Hungarian, and 4.5 percent are Yugoslav. 

     9 Excerpts of the European Community monitoring mission's report were published by the Paris-based newspaper 
Liberation on November 20, 1991, and Stephen Engelberg, "Villagers in Croatia Recount Massacre by Serbian 
Forces," The New York Times, December 19, 1991, p. A1. 

     10The woman was interviewed on December 12, 1991, in the village of Drsnik (municipality of Klina) in Kosovo. 
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  After three hours of detention in a local store,11 the Serbian forces told us to go 
home. When we got outside into the yard of the store, they told us to form a line.  
Two elderly Croats -about 80 years old - who they had evidently found in the 
village, were also put in the line with us.  One of the soldiers started shooting at 
each person in the line with a machine gun.  When he got to me, he said "I am 
going to spare this one" and I was the only one who wasn't killed. During this 
shooting, a crowd of [JNA] soldiers stood by but did nothing to stop him from 
killing us. 

 
  They left me alone and I hid behind a wall. I saw them loading videos and 

televisions into a truck; they were confiscating property from abandoned 
homes. A soldier later saw me and they put me into a house. I was taken to a 
room where I was interrogated and raped repeatedly for twelve hours by several 
men. One of the men raped me twice and took away my wedding ring. 

 
  At 9:00 the next morning, two soldiers took me out of the house and I saw that the 

dead bodies had been covered with blankets during the night. I was then 
interrogated by a Serbian lieutenant colonel in his mid-fifties who greeted me in 
Albanian. He told me that he was a friend of my late husband's and that he was 
from the village of Lukavac in Kosovo. He saw the bodies of the people who had 
been killed the night before and asked me who these people were and I 
identified the bodies. He told me that maybe the Croatian Guardsmen had killed 
them but I replied that I saw a man in Yugoslav army uniform shoot them. The 
lieutenant colonel frowned and appeared angry. He said that he would spare my 
life because he knew my husband. The two soldiers and the lieutenant colonel 
drove me to the predominantly Ruthenian village of Petrovci, where I stayed with 
a Ruthenian couple for ten days. I was then put in a truck full of soldiers and 
driven to Valjevo [in Serbia]. Two soldiers gave me money for a bus ticket to 
Belgrade, from there I took a train to Kosovo. 

 
November 18 C Vukovar 
 
 The city of Vukovar12 was under constant siege by Serbian forces for three months. When the city fell on 
November 18, 15,000 people who had not fled the fighting emerged from the basements in which they lived for 12 
weeks. After Vukovar's fall, civilians and soldiers hors de combat were beaten or arrested by Serbian paramilitary 
groups and the JNA. On the basis of interviews with displaced persons from Vukovar and foreign journalists and 

                     

     11Four men who had hid with the witnesses and others were severely beaten by Serbian forces.  The beatings are 
described below. 

     12Prior to its occupation, Croats comprised a majority of the population of the city of Vukovar (population 44,342) 
while the villages surrounding the city are predominantly Serbian. Croats comprised 43.7 percent and Serbs 37.4 
percent of the population of the entire Vukovar municipality (population 84,024). Hungarians, Ruthenians, Slovaks, 
Ukrainians and Yugoslavs accounted for the remaining 18 percent of Vukovar's population.  
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humanitarian workers who visited Vukovar immediately after its fall,13 Helsinki Watch has reason to believe that 
many Croatian men, both civilians and combatants who had laid down their arms, were summarily executed by 
Serbian forces after Vukovar's fall. 
 
November 18 C �karbrnje (municipality of Zadar)  
and Nadin (municipality of Benkovac) 
 
 On November 18, at approximately 7:15 a.m., the JNA and the Serbian paramilitaries launched a mortar and 
artillery attack against the Croatian village of �kabrnje (population 1,964). At 11:00 a.m., a JNA tank reached St. 
Mary's Church in the center of town and fired a mortar at the main door. Serbian paramilitaries then sprayed the 
church with machine gun fire and one paramilitary took up position in the bell tower and shot at the village from 
the tower. On November 19, at approximately 1:30 p.m., the same forces attacked the neighboring Croatian village 
of Nadin (population 678). By 4:30 p.m., both �kabrnje and Nadin had fallen to Serbian forces.  
 
 Reportedly after Croats14 destroyed a Yugoslav army tank at the western end of �kabrnje, the Serbian 
forces turned against the civilians. Serbian paramilitaries began plundering and shooting throughout the 
villages, killing 48 civilians (41 from �kabrnje and seven from Nadin). Most of those killed were elderly persons 
and, according to autopsy reports, the vast majority were killed by a bullet to the head shot at close range.15 A tank 
crushed the head and chest of K.R., a 59-year-old woman. B.S., F.R., and S.S., were severely beaten and were 
subsequently killed by blows to the head with a blunt instrument. 
 
 A 19-year-old woman recounted her experience during the attack on �kabrnje:16 
 
  About 500 insurgents and 20 tanks entered �kabrnje and occupied the village. They told 

us that we were all Usta�as and that they were going to kill us. Approximately 35 of the 
villagers were taken to the basement of the local church, where the insurgents beat 
many of the men, most of whom were elderly, with fists, rifle butts and sticks. My 80-year-
old grandfather was beaten to death. We were later removed from the basement and 
taken to a detention center in Benkovac. When we emerged from that cellar, I saw 
approximately 10 bodies in a pile. The victims were both men and women and I 
recognized one of the dead women. I also saw that my house had been ransacked and 
sprayed with machine gun fire. 

 
                     

     13These interviews were conducted in Belgrade and Zagreb on December 14-19, 1991 and January 2-6, 1992, 
respectively. 

     14 Eyewitnesses claim that neither members of the Croatian police force nor the Croatian army were stationed in 
�kabrnje or Nadin at the time of the attack. The resistance with which the Serbian forces were met was apparently 
organized by local Croats. 

     15 The autopsies were performed by the Pathology Departments at Zadar Hospital and Sibenik Hospital (three 
bodies). 

     16 Interviewed by Helsinki Watch on January 7, 1992, in Zagreb. 
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 The local Zadar Red Cross and members of the European Community monitoring mission were denied 
access to the area after �kabrnje's and Nadin's occupation. Despite the fact that Nadin had been under control for 
over 24 hours, the JNA claimed that access to the villages was restricted because fighting continued. After a week 
of negotiations, the JNA agreed to deliver several corpses from �kabrnje to the Croatian authorities. Thirty-five 
bodies were delivered on November 23, and 13 more bodies were delivered on November 26. 
 
Mid-December - Jo�evica (municipality of Glina) 
 
 Serbian paramilitary groups reportedly killed 20 Croats (ages five to 65) in the village of Jo�evica 
(population 120), which is part of the Serbian-controlled municipality of Glina.  
 
 Reportedly, members of the JNA and Serbian paramilitary units attacked Jo�evica and conducted a 
house-to-house search. Twenty people were taken from their homes and brought to the center of the village, 
where they were subsequently executed. According to the Serbian press, the killing of civilians in Jo�evica was 
meant to avenge the recent deaths of 21 Serbian paramilitaries killed during a Croatian offensive in the village of 
Gra�anica, near Pokupsko. The Serbian authorities in Glina are said to be conducting an investigation of the 
killings.17 
 
 
 
December 19 - Hum and Vo�in (municipality of Podravska Slatina) 
 
 In August, Serbian insurgents seized control of several villages in the western Slavonian region of 
Croatia, including the predominantly Serbian villages of Hum (population 245) and Vo�in (population 1,558). The 
area was reportedly held without any support from the JNA.18 After Croatian forces launched an offensive to regain 
lost territory in western Slavonia in early December, over 20,000 Serbian civilians and an undetermined number 
of paramilitaries fled the area. As the Serbian forces withdrew from the villages, they killed 43 Croats and burned 
many Croatian homes in both Hum and Vo�in. The Catholic Church in Vo�in, which served as a storage area for the 
Serbs' munitions, was completely destroyed after the paramilitaries exploded the ammunition to prevent it from 
falling into Croatian hands.  
 
 Eyewitnesses19 claim that members of the "White Eagles" (Beli Orlovi) paramilitary group, were 
responsible for the massacre and destruction.  According to one witness: 
 
  Serbian irregulars from Valjevo and other parts of Serbia came to our village by bus on 

December 1. Using these same buses, they evacuated the Serbs from our village; they 
were reportedly taken to Bosnia and then to Belgrade. �etniks [members of a 

                     

     17 "Ubijeno 20 Hrvata," Borba, December 18, 1991, p. 7. 

     18 Stephen Engleberg, "Villagers in Croatia Recount Massacre by Serbian Forces," The New York Times, December 
19, 1991, p. A1. 

     19Interviewed by Helsinki Watch on January 5, 1992, in Vo�in, Hum and Podravska Slatina. 
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paramilitary group led by Vojislav �e�elj] were coming in small trucks packed with 
trunks of body bags. They spread rumors throughout the village that hundreds of Serbs 
had been massacred by Croats in Podravska Slatina and that they [the Serbs] would 
retaliate. 

 
Another witness from Hum recounted her father's murder: 
 
  Some time around December 1, 1991, my children and I were at my parents' and brother's 

home. Five or six police officers from the Krajina region came to our door dressed in 
army camouflage uniforms. They had driven in a car with "Z-101 - SAO Krajina" 
registration plates. They demanded that we turn over a radio transmitter which we did 
not have. They did not believe us and searched the entire house but found nothing. They 
took me, my parents, my children and my brother to Vo�in. They put my brother in 
handcuffs and called him an Usta�a, because our other brother was in the Croatian 
Guard in [Podravska] Slatina. When we got to the Vo�in police station, they told us that 
"this is where you will be seeing throats slashed." We were put in a room and 
periodically people would come in and say, "Usta�a, we are going to cut your throats and 
kill you." We were kept in detention from 2:00 pm to 8:00 pm and were periodically 
interrogated by an inspector who was in his early 30s and claimed to be from Daruvar. At 
8:00 pm, we were released and we went to our friend's  

 
  home in Vo�in. We were told to report back to the police station at 8:00 am the next 

morning. 
 
   The next morning we went to see the police inspector. A second man in a white 

overcoat was also present and he told us that he had to kill us because we were all 
Usta�as. At 3:30 pm they took us back to Hum and we saw that my father's home had been 
burned. More �etniks then arrived in the village. My mother, children and I were forced 
into the house and my father was left in the yard. When we got into the house, they threw 
something that sounded like a bomb outside. Three �etniks were yelling "The old man 
stays." I recognized one of the voices as that of Jovan C., with whom I went to school for 
many years. I heard my father say, "Don't shoot," but shortly thereafter, we heard 
shooting and when we came out into the yard we saw my father's body; only half of his 
head remained. We then hid at the home of B.D., a  Orthodox [Serbian] man who helped us 
remove my father's body from the yard. 

 
 According to autopsy reports,20 many of the victims had multiple gunshot wounds to the face and neck, 

                     

     20 This information is taken from autopsy reports from Osijek Hospital and photographs of the dead bodies. When 
a Helsinki Watch representative visited Hum and Vo�in on January 7, a local parish priest who had identified the 
bodies at the site of their murders also described the condition of the bodies and houses one day after the 
massacre. The bodies of burned animals and remains of the victims' clothing were still visible when Helsinki Watch 
visited the villages in January. Chains with which some victims were reportedly shackled also were found at the 
site where the bodies of the dead were burned. 
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usually from the back. Some also were shot in the legs and arms. Ten bodies were badly burned. I.S. had his hands 
bound, was strangled and then stabbed in the thorax. M.S. and V.A. were hit on the crown of the head with a sharp 
object, probably an axe. F.M. and M.M. were both shot in the eyes with a 9mm handgun. T.M. and M.M. appear to 
have been chained to a table and then set afire while still alive, according to the autopsy report.  
 
 The body of a 77-year-old Serb, S.N., was severely beaten and bruised; his arms appeared to have been 
branded with a hot iron. S.N.'s body was found a few meters from the bodies of an elderly Croatian couple who 
were chained and burned in their backyard. The village priest believes that the Serb may have been beaten and 
then killed for coming to the defense of the Croatian couple.  
 
 Among the civilian victims was a 72-year-old American citizen, Marija Majdanñi�, nee Skender, who was 
born in Erie, Pennsylvania, but moved to Croatia at an early age. She appears to have died of smoke inhalation 
after being trapped in her burning home. 
 
December 16-17 -- Jasenice and Zaton Obrova�ki (municipality of Obrovac) 
 
 In the evening of December 16, five civilians were executed in the village of Jasenice (population 1,280). 
The predominantly Croatian village was situated between the Maslini�ki bridge and the town of Obrovac, which 
had been under the control of Serbian forces for several months. Two men (Stipe ðubak, 71, and Ive Maruna, 71) 
and three women (Zorka ðubak, 67, Boñica Jurjevi�, 66, and Manda Maruna, 67) were killed in Jasenice.  On the 
same day, Luka Modri�, 66, was killed in the town of Zaton Obrova�ki (population 464). Reportedly, the bodies 
remained unburied 15 days after the murder. 
 
December 21 - Bru�ka (municipality of Benkovac) 
 
 Ten Croats and one Serb were reportedly killed in the village of Bru�ka (population 366), in the Serbian-
controlled municipality of Benkovac. All 10 Croats were surnamed Marinovi� and were between 20 and 70 years of 
age. A deaf woman was among the dead.  
 
 Reportedly four Serbs entered the Marinovi� home, where the Serb was having dinner with the Marinovi� 
family.   They stabbed four victims and shot the other seven with rifles, according to autopsy reports. 
 
 General Vladimir Vujovi�, the commander for the Knin-based corp of the JNA, reportedly confirmed that 
the killings had taken place and that he had formed a commission to investigate the matter and send a written 
report to the Croatian authorities in Zadar.21 
 
    Court Martial and ExecutionCourt Martial and ExecutionCourt Martial and ExecutionCourt Martial and Execution 
 
 It was reported that Nemanja Samardñi�, an advocate against Serbian extremist groups, was hanged after 
a court-martial for urging the expulsion of �etniks from Mirkovci in late August.22 Such grounds for condemnation 
                     

     21 Vjesnik, December 27, 1991. 

     22"Report on Civilian and Non-Combatants Killed as of 31.08.91," United Nations, Center for Human Rights, Geneva, 
p. 21.  
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to death violate free speech and due process.  
 
    Torture and Mistreatment in DetentionTorture and Mistreatment in DetentionTorture and Mistreatment in DetentionTorture and Mistreatment in Detention 
 
 Serbian forces maintain approximately 36 detention camps throughout Vojvodina, Serbia, Bosnia-
Hercegovina and Krajina (where approximately 18 such camps exist).23  Helsinki Watch has received reports that 
the conditions in these detention areas are often appalling and in many cases, detainees are tortured and beaten 
by their captors and guards. 
Begej�i Camp, Vojvodina 
 
 Dr. Malden Lon�ar, who worked at the Novi Sad hospital in the Serbian province of Vojvodina, was arrested 
by Serbian police reportedly after a package of medicine he was carrying to his parents in Ilok, Croatia, was found 
on his person. Lon�ar was beaten for 30 hours and then released. He was subsequently arrested several times 
thereafter and finally  
ended up in Begej�i camp near Zrenjanin, Vojvodina. According to Lon�ar's written statement received by Helsinki 
Watch: 
 
   The camp was an old barn filled with hay. There were over 550 people 

packed in this camp and we had to sleep on our sides for lack of space. People 
were tortured and beaten regularly. They would even put a barbed wire around 
your neck and beat you: if you moved, your throat would be cut from the wire. One 
old man died before my very eyes after he had been severely beaten. 

 
   Over 90 percent of the people held were Croats and many were old. Some people 

were sick, some were paralyzed while others just needed immediate medical help. This 
maltreatment was not the work of individuals acting on their own accord. The orders 
came from above, from the commanders. 

 
Lon�ar was released on December 10. 
 
Sremska Mitrovica camp, Serbia 
 
 Helsinki Watch interviewed people who had been released from Serbian detention centers, many of 
whom were tortured, beaten and otherwise maltreated. Dr. Jure Njavro, a surgeon at the Vukovar Hospital, was 
taken to a detention camp in Sremska Mitrovica by Serbian forces after the fall of Vukovar on November 18. During 
his 22-day detention, Dr. Njavro was also physically maltreated and was forced to attend to people who had been 
severely beaten in the prison on a daily basis. 
 
  Every day I was called to attend to someone who had been badly beaten by his or 

                     

     23 According to an international humanitarian organization, some of the camps are located in the following 
places: Ni� (about 500 prisoners), Sremska Mitrovica (about 1,000 prisoners), Staji�evo, Bjeli�i, Stara Gradi�ka, 
Marinj, Kotor, Knin, Glina, Begej�i, and Manja�a (near Banja Luka).  See also Mary Battiata, "Serbian Guerrilla Camps 
Operate Inside Croatia," The Washington Post, July 22, 1991, p. A1.  
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her captors. I was usually awakened at night, which is when many people were 
beaten. I saw a prison guard beat and kick a medical technician. When I 
examined the technician, I saw that he had four broken ribs and that he was 
badly bruised.24 

 
Bogdanovci 
 
 On November 10, as Serbian forces were advancing on the village of Bogdanovci, three grenades were 
thrown into the cellar in which Z.B. and nine other people had hidden for over three months during the conflict. Z.B. 
told Helsinki Watch: 
 
  None of us were killed [by the grenades] because we hid in a narrow concrete 

corridor in the basement. A tank also fired at the house. At 9:00 the next morning, 
two bearded men dressed in Yugoslav army uniforms told us to leave the 
basement and go to our homes. We put my mother-in-law in a cart and started to 
move toward our house only to be stopped by a crowd of about 50 soldiers who 
kept asking us why we came to Bogdanovci and did we come because of our 
Catholic faith. They shouted vulgarities at us and took us to a store where the 
army had set up a headquarters. They searched all of us and I saw a soldier drop 
a bullet into the pocket of Nikola Palushi who had hidden with us in the basement 
the entire time. When they searched Palushi and found the bullet in his pocket, 
the four men who had been hiding with us in the basement for over three months 
were beaten. They separated me from the rest of the crowd and put me in a room 
where I could see them beating Krist Lleshi in the corridor with machine gun 
butts and fists: he was also kicked repeatedly. I never saw Krist again and I 
presume that he died from the beatings.25 

 
Benkovac 
 
 On July 22, 1991, three Croats were arrested in Benkovac by Serbian paramilitary police. Ivica Knez, 39, 
was beaten to death and the whereabouts of the other two men, Tomislav �eranja and Tomislav Koleri�, remain 
unknown.26 
 
Vukovar 
 
 One week after Vukovar's fall, only 128 of a total of about 440 patients from the Vukovar Hospital  were 
handed over to the Croatian authorities. In some cases, it is feared that medical treatment was denied to the sick 

                     

     24 Interview by Helsinki Watch on January 4, 1992, in Zagreb. 

     25Interviewed by Helsinki Watch on December 12, 1991 in Kosovo. 

     26 "Report on Civilian and Noncombatants Killed as of 31.08.91," United Nations Center for Human Rights, Geneva, 
p. 14. 
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after their capture. More than 200 members of the hospital staff were captured and removed to Serbian detention 
centers.27 
 
    DisappearancesDisappearancesDisappearancesDisappearances 
Vukovar 
 
 According to independent humanitarian organizations, at least 3,000 prisoners, including many 
noncombatants, were captured after the fall of the city of Vukovar on November 18. During half the day on 
November 20, the JNA denied journalists and the ICRC access to Vukovar Hospital. Helsinki Watch interviewed 
medical personnel who were in the hospital when it was sealed off to outside observers by the JNA.28 According to 
these eyewitnesses, the JNA interrogated the director of the hospital, Dr. Vesna Bosanac, and other doctors. In the 
interim, Serbian paramilitaries evacuated male medical personnel and wounded individuals who were identified 
as Croats by some Serbian members of the hospital staff.  
 
 Helsinki Watch is concerned about the arrests and disappearances of wounded Croatian forces and 
civilians, most of whom are males between the ages of 16 and 60. While most of the disappeared come from 
Vukovar, many Croatian males were captured by Serbian paramilitary groups after the fall of other villages, towns 
or cities.  
 
 Families have not been notified of their whereabouts and many missing are feared to have been the 
victims of extrajudicial executions.  Ljubo Voloder was captured by Serbian forces after having spent three 
months in a basement in Vukovar. According to Ms. Marija Voloder, five army soldiers abducted her 58-year-old 
husband on November 19. She was forced to join a group of women, children and elderly persons who were being 
led away from the city. Ms. Voloder claims that her husband was not a member of the Croatian security forces or a 
combatant during the siege of Vukovar. Because she has not seen or heard of her husband since, she fears that 
he has been either imprisoned or executed.  
 
 As of January 10, 1992, about 3,000 people from Vukovar remain missing, according to the Association of 
Evacuated Vukovar Residents in Zagreb, which is keeping a list of names. 
 
Hum and Vo�in 
 
 Approximately 100 villagers from Hum and Vocin have been missing for over four months, according to 
the local parish priest in Vo�in.29  Local Serbs from the village raided Croatian homes and took some Croats 
prisoner in early September. According one witness: 
 

                     

     27An American journalist who visited Vukovar two days after its fall saw two Serbian irregulars beat a man's head 
against a concrete wall while she looked on. Thereafter, a JNA officer ordered the two to stop beating the man. 
 

     28 The interviews were conducted between January 2-6, 1992, in Zagreb. 

     29 Interviews by Helsinki Watch were conducted in Hum and Vo�in on January 5, 1992. 
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  Franjo Banovac and Drago Juki� were taken to Gudnog, near the village of 
Sekulinac. Those who weren't captured fled and hid in the forests and cornfields. 
In later raids, Serbs came in trucks and entered only Croatian homes. The local 
Serbs stayed in their homes and did not help the others hunt down the Croats. 

 
Zadar 
 
 The whereabouts of over 110 people from Serbian-controlled villages in the Zadar municipality remain 
unknown.   
 
Benkovac 
 
 Some 1,500 persons residing in the villages of Bru�ka, Popovi�i, Lisi�i�, Rodajlice, �opot and Podlug in the 
Serbian-controlled municipality of Benkovac are missing. On July 22, 1991, three Croats were arrested in 
Benkovac by Serbian paramilitary police. Ivica Knez, 39, was beaten to death and the whereabouts of the other 
two men, Tomislav Ceranja and Tomislav Koleri�, remain unknown.30 
 
Obrovac 
 
  Some time around December 20, many of the 354 Croats who remained in the Obrovac municipality (from 
the villages of Kru�evo, Jasenice, Zaton Obrova�ki and Medvidja, including the town of Obrovac itself) were 
reportedly taken to Knin jail.  Most were elderly persons who had remained in their homes after Serbian 
insurgents assumed control in the Obrovac municipality. 
 
Dalj 
 
 The fate of over 100 police officers and 200 civilians after the August battle for Dalj remains unknown.  
    
    HostagesHostagesHostagesHostages 
 
 Hostages are defined as "persons who find themselves, willingly or unwillingly, in the power of the enemy 
and who answer with their freedom or their life for compliance with the orders of the latter and for upholding the 
security of its armed forces."31  
 
 Helsinki Watch has received many reports of persons who have been captured for the purpose of 
exchange, as set forth in our publication "Yugoslavia: Human Rights Abuses in the Croatian Conflict." 
 
    Indiscriminate and Disproportionate Attacks Indiscriminate and Disproportionate Attacks Indiscriminate and Disproportionate Attacks Indiscriminate and Disproportionate Attacks  
    Against Civilians and Civilian TargetsAgainst Civilians and Civilian TargetsAgainst Civilians and Civilian TargetsAgainst Civilians and Civilian Targets 

                     

     30 "Report on Civilian and Noncombatants Killed as of 31.08.91," United Nations Center for Human Rights, Geneva, 
p. 14. 

     31 International Committee of the Red Cross, Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 1977 (Geneva 1987) at 874. 
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 Serbian forces indiscriminately shelled the cities of Dubrovnik, Vukovar and Osijek for prolonged 
periods.  The Yugoslav military justified its attack against these and other Croatian cities by claiming that it 
aimed to protect the Serbian population in Croatia and to liberate JNA barracks encircled by Croatian forces. 
However, such an argument cannot explain the shelling of Dubrovnik, a municipality in which the local Serbian 
population numbers only 6.7 percent and in which no JNA barracks exist.  Dubrovnik was shelled from the 
beginning of October and the shelling of Osijek and Vukovar began in late August.  The shelling of Vukovar lasted 
until November 18, when Croatian forces capitulated to Serbian troops, who occupied a city that had been 
reduced to rubble.  Although the attacks against Dubrovnik and Osijek have subsided since the recent cease fire 
took effect, the shelling of the two cities was indiscriminate and caused much damage to civilian, historical and 
cultural objects.  In all three cases, the use of force by Serbian troops was disproportionate to the threat posed by 
Croatian troops, and the indiscriminate shelling resulted in hundreds of civilian deaths and casualties. 
 
 Approximately half of those killed and one-third of those wounded in the conflict in Croatia are estimated 
to have been civilians.  Most independent observers believe that at least 10,000 people have been killed since 
hostilities began in late June 1991 although Croatian officials say that less than 3,000 people died. 
 
 In addition, considerable civilian property, including hospitals, churches, and cultural monuments have 
been damaged or destroyed by the JNA's and Serbian rebels' shelling of towns. 
 
Hospitals 
 
 Yugoslav armed forces have shelled hospitals in Croatia. Hospitals in Osijek, Pakrac, Vinkovci, Vukovar 
and Zadar have all been damaged or destroyed by aerial, mortar and artillery attacks. During the course of three 
days, from September 14-17, Osijek hospital was hit 56 times by mortar shells, 21 times by tank shells, and 17 times 
by rockets from multiple rocket launchers. The hospital was also hit by bullets from light weaponry. During one 
attack a 38-year-old nurse was killed and two doctors were wounded. Most of the hospital wards, including the 
intensive care unit, were damaged during the attack. 
 
Dalj 
 
 Reportedly, at least 80 Croatian police officers and 195 civilians were wounded during or after the battle 
for Dalj on August 1. The JNA restricted access to journalists and the local Red Cross for several days after the 
attack.  Initially, only 25 cadavers (only two of whom were civilians) were taken to Osijek hospital. By August 5, 70 
dead and 195 wounded civilians were received by the Osijek morgue and hospital. More people were reportedly 
killed as they fled Dalj into the nearby town of Erdut during the siege.  
 
Vukovar  
 
 During the four month siege against Vukovar, the hospital was repeatedly attacked and badly damaged, 
forcing the medical personnel to grant medical assistance, and even perform surgery, in the basement of the 
hospital. 
 
 International and local medical personnel have been hampered from evacuating the dead and wounded 
and delivering humanitarian aid because of continued fighting and disrespect for the red cross emblem. 
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Churches 
 
Z.B. from the village of Bogdanovci said: 
 
  Although there were no Guardsmen in the Catholic Church at the time of the attack, the 

shells seemed to be aimed at it. All the other shells fell indiscriminately throughout the 
village. Planes bombed the village and at one point 12 people were killed from aerial 
bombardment. 

 
In addition, members of the Croatian Catholic Bishops' Conference have compiled a list through November 1991 
of 348 churches destroyed or damaged during the conflict.  
 
Osijek 
 
 In mid-1991, a woman travelling in a trolley car was killed after a mortar fell in Osijek's city center during 
rush hour.  
 
Split 
 
 On November 15, 1991, three crew members on board a ferry in the port of Split were killed when federal 
gunboats opened fire.32 
 
    Indiscriminate Use of Land Mines Indiscriminate Use of Land Mines Indiscriminate Use of Land Mines Indiscriminate Use of Land Mines  
 
 A 12-vehicle convoy, organized by Doctors Without Borders, evacuated 108 seriously injured people from 
the besieged town of Vukovar on October 19. Leaving the town on a road  designated for their travel by the JNA, one 
of the trucks hit a mine and two nurses (from Luxembourg and Switzerland) were injured. 
 
    Targeted Attacks on EuropTargeted Attacks on EuropTargeted Attacks on EuropTargeted Attacks on European Community Helicopterean Community Helicopterean Community Helicopterean Community Helicopter    
 
 On January 7, 1992, a helicopter carrying five members (four Italians and one Frenchman) of the EC 
monitoring mission was shot down by a Yugoslav Air Force MIG fighter. The clearly marked helicopter had left 
Belgrade for Zagreb via Hungary and was shot down over Novi Marof, Croatia (30 miles east of Zagreb). All five 
persons aboard the plane were killed.  
 
 Shortly after the attack the Yugoslav military command announced that that air force chief, Zvonko 
Jurjevi�, ASC, had been suspended pending an investigation.33 
    

                     

     32"Yugoslavia Says Withdrawal Offer Made; Split in Command Seen," The Associated Press, November 15, 1991. 

     33 Slobodan Lekic, "Five EC Observers Die in Yugoslav Attack," Associated Press, The Washington Post, January 8, 
1992, p. A16. 
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    Robbery Robbery Robbery Robbery  
 
Dalj 
 
 Four days after Dalj's fall to Serbian forces on August 1, the army command put local Serbs in charge of all 
civilian functions. As of October 7, 533 non-Serbs (about 165 families) remained in Dalj and were forbidden from 
leaving the town. Families from Dalj were forcibly made to sign over their belongings and property to the local 
Serbian authorities before they were finally allowed to leave the town. 
 
 According to a written statement by Stjepan Papp, a member of the town council before Dalj's occupation, 
armed men in Yugoslav army uniforms entered his home on October 8. The Papp family was ordered to lock up 
their home and go to the local defense center, where Milorad Stri�evi�, appointed by the Yugoslav Army as 
Minister for Ethnic Affairs for Dalj, Erdut and Aljma�, took the Papp's car and apartment keys. Their belongings 
were subsequently confiscated by Serbian paramilitaries. While at the defense center, Ms. Ruña Papp was robbed 
of gold coins, money and a bank book which she had in her purse. The Papps were forced at gunpoint to sign over 
all their belongings to the defense center of Dalj. The statement claimed that the Papps were giving all their 
belongings to the local Serbian authorities as "gifts." After they signed the statement, they received passes 
allowing them to leave Dalj. 
    
    Forced Displacement and ResettlementForced Displacement and ResettlementForced Displacement and ResettlementForced Displacement and Resettlement 
 
 The JNA and Serbian paramilitary groups are responsible for the displacement of thousands of people.  
 
 Helsinki Watch is concerned that Croats, Hungarians, Czechs and others are being forced by Serbian 
rebels from their homes in Serbian-occupied territory in order to create purely Serbian regions in areas that are 
otherwise of mixed population. We are concerned that this non-Serbian population is being discriminated 
against and being forcibly displaced on the illegal grounds of ethnic origin. We are also concerned that 
displaced Serbs are being resettled in Serb-occupied territory in Croatia to consolidate Serbian control over 
regions captured from Croats and prevent the original non-Serbian inhabitants from returning. 
 
 According to The Washington Post, displaced Serbs who fled from western Slavonia in November "have 
since been advised by Serbian officials in Belgrade to resettle" in Serbian-occupied territory in the region of 
Baranja,34 where the most active resettlement campaign is currently taking place. Serbia plans to resettle 20,000 
Serbs into 17 occupied villages in Baranja, some 4,000 homes and 100 stores are to be taken over by prospective 
Serbian settlers in Baranja and Serbian officials say "they have no intention of allowing tens of thousands of 
displaced Croats and ethnic Hungarians to return to their Baranja homes and force out Serbian settlers . . . . 
People are to be moved to conform to the Serbian notion of where a new border" between Croatia and Serbia 
should be drawn.35 

                     

     34Blaine Harden, "Serbia Plans Resettlement of Croatian Region," The Washington Post, November 25, 1991, p. A14. 
Baranja is located north of the city of Osijek, between the Danube and Drava rivers. This fertile region is populated 
by Croats, Serbs and Hungarians and has been occupied by Serbian forces since late August. 

     35IbidIbidIbidIbid. 
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 We are also concerned that Serbian insurgents have evacuated Serbian women and children, 
presumably for reasons of safety, just prior to the launching of an offensive against Croatian positions or prior to 
an attempt to take over Croatian government institutions and the police station in various localities, particularly 
in eastern Slavonia. In almost all such cases, no non-Serbs were told to evacuate an area prior to a Serbian 
offensive. In instances where a Croatian offensive was anticipated (such as in western Slavonia in late November, 
for example), Serbian forces evacuated occupied territory and demanded that the local Serbian population flee 
with them. In almost all cases, Serbian insurgents frightened the villagers into fleeing, claiming that Croatian 
"Usta�as" were planning an attack and slaughter of the Serbian population and the burning and looting of Serbian 
homes, a fear reinforced by the Belgrade press. In television interviews, Serbian refugees from western Slavonia 
"have themselves disputed that it was the Croats who forced them to leave their homes. . . . [Rather,] Serb refugees 
said the federal army gave them 48 hours to flee."36 
 
    Killing, Assault and Harassment of Journalists Killing, Assault and Harassment of Journalists Killing, Assault and Harassment of Journalists Killing, Assault and Harassment of Journalists  
 
 Helsinki Watch is concerned about the large number of journalists who have been killed, wounded, 
physically assaulted or otherwise attacked while reporting on the war in Croatia. According to the International 
Federation of Journalists (IFJ), Yugoslavia was "the most perilous site for journalists" in 1991.37 According to the IFJ, 
some of the journalists killed in Yugoslavia were deliberately targeted because of their professional affiliation.38  
 
 Since July 26, 1991, at least 16 foreign and domestic journalists have been killed while covering the war in 
Croatia. Nine journalists have been captured and subsequently released by Serbian forces and four remain 
missing. At least 28 journalists have been wounded while covering the war in Croatia. At least 63 have been 
attacked and over 38 have been otherwise harassed (i.e., threatened, property confiscated).39 
 
Deaths 
 
 The following journalists were killed while covering the war in Croatia under circumstances in which 
Serbian forces or JNA were or may have been responsible: 
 
  ! On July 26, Egon Scotland, a 42-year-old German reporter for the Munich-based 

Sueddeutsche Zeitung and his colleague, Peter Wuest, were fired upon reportedly by 
                     

     36Ibid.Ibid.Ibid.Ibid. 

     37"Record Number of Journalists Reported Killed in 1991," Associated Press, January 6, 1992. According to the IFJ, 
of the 83 journalists killed worldwide in 1991, 21 were killed in Yugoslavia alone. More journalists have been killed 
since the IFJ released its report in late December. 

     38IbidIbidIbidIbid. 

     39 The figures in this section were gathered in Helsinki Watch interviews with witnesses and information from the 
International and American PEN Centers, the Committee to Protect Journalists, the Foreign Press Bureau in Zagreb, 
Croatia, and non-Yugoslav press and wire reports. 
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armed Serbs. The two men were driving in a clearly marked press car when they were 
attacked as they left the village of Glina. Scotland was wounded by gunfire and bled to 
death on the way to the hospital. 

 
  ! Stjepan Peni�, a Vukovar radio producer and correspondent for Glas Slavonije, was 

killed on August 4 near the town of Dalj. His body was discovered on August 19. 
 
  ! Gordan Lederer, a cameraman for Croatian Television, was critically injured in 

Kostajnica on August 9. Despite a request by his colleagues, the Yugoslav army refused 
to transport the wounded Lederer to the hospital and he died. 

 
  ! ðarko Kaji�, a cameraman for Croatian Television, was killed in Osijek on August 28, 

reportedly after he was fired at by an armored Yugoslav army vehicle. 
 
  ! On August 29, Djuro Podboj, a technician for Croatian Television, was killed in the town 

of Beli Manastir reportedly during an attack by Serbian forces. 
 
  ! Nikola Stojanac, a technician for Croatian Television, was killed on September 15 in the 

Gospi� area reportedly while he was trying to film Yugoslav army jets. 
 
  ! On September 19, Pierre Blanchet, a correspondent for the French weekly, Nouvel 

Observateur, and Damien Ruedin, a correspondent for Radio Suisse Romande, were 
killed when their vehicle hit a mine outside army barracks near Petrinja. 

 
  ! Zoran Amidñi�, Bora Petrovi�, Dejan Mili�evi� and Sreten Ili� of Belgrade Television 

were killed on October 9 on the road between Petrinja and Glina in circumstances still 
unclear. 

 
  ! ðivko Krsti�evi�, a cameraman for WTN, was killed in the town of Turanj, near Karlovac, 

on December 30, by a mortar reportedly launched by Serbian forces. 
 
Arrests  
 
 On September 4, two French journalists, Jean-Pierre Musson and Eric Micheletti, were captured by 
Serbian paramilitaries and taken to Yugoslav army authorities in Banja Luka. Although their equipment was 
confiscated, both men were released three days thereafter.  
 
 On September 6, Maciej Maciejewski and Marcin Kowalczki, journalists for the Polish Dziennik Lodzki, 
were captured by armed Serbs near Vrgin Most and were accused of spying. Their release was negotiated by 
diplomats. On September 26, WTN reporters, Diviek Quemener and Jacques Languein, their guide, Alan Bubalo, and 
two French journalists reportedly were captured by Serbian paramilitaries near Pakrac. After three days, they 
were handed over to the Yugoslav army and were subsequently released.  
 
Disappearances 
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 The whereabouts of four journalists remains unknown.  
 On September 1, Viktor Nogin and Genadi Kurinoj, a reporter and cameraman for Soviet Television, left 
Belgrade for Zagreb, via Osijek, and have not been heard from since. They were driving a dark blue Opel Omega 
with diplomatic license plates. They are presumed to have been killed.  
 
 Radio Vukovar correspondent Sini�a Glava�evi� and cameraman Branimir Polovina have been missing 
since the city of Vukovar fell to Serbian forces on November 19. It is believed that they were removed from a 
column of civilians evacuating Vukovar Hospital and that they are being held by Serbian forces within Vukovar or 
in a detention camp in Serbia. 
    
Restrictions on Free ExpressionRestrictions on Free ExpressionRestrictions on Free ExpressionRestrictions on Free Expression 
 
    Forced MobilizationForced MobilizationForced MobilizationForced Mobilization 
 
 Helsinki Watch is alarmed by what appears to be an effort by the Serbian government to silence anti-war 
activists and opposition figures by sending them to the battlefields in Croatia.  This practice is most widespread 
in Vojvodina and Belgrade. The most notable example of such forced mobilization is the case of Nenad �anak, 
President of the League of Social Democrats of Vojvodina/Yugoslavia (Liga Socijaldemokrata 
Vojvodine/Jugoslavije - LSV/J) and a vocal anti-war activist and opposition figure.  On November 7, �anak40 was 
arrested by local police and taken to the police station: he was subsequently transferred to military police 
custody and taken to a military detention center. �anak was then sent to Ilok, Croatia, as a member of the 
volunteer corps of the army. �anak's arrest and forcible mobilization was vehemently protested by many 
domestic and foreign organizations and he was subsequently released on December 12. 
 
 Although �anak's case received much publicity, Helsinki Watch has received reports of similar cases of 
arrests and subsequent mobilization of anti-war activists by Serbian authorities and the Yugoslav army, 
particularly in the province of Vojvodina and among independent-minded journalists in Belgrade. Repression 
against ethnic Hungarian anti-war activists is also taking place. Reportedly, after peaceful anti-war 
demonstrations were held in the Hungarian communities of Zenta and Temerin, special police forces intimidated 
ethnic Hungarians in Zenta and Ada, the seat of the Hungarian community in Vojvodina.  The organizers of the 
demonstration, Janos Szabo, Jozsef Bodo, and Jozsef Papp were arrested and their whereabouts were not 
disclosed to their families. 

                     

     40 �anak was interviewed by a Helsinki Watch representative on December 17, in Novi Sad. 
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    Criminal ChargesCriminal ChargesCriminal ChargesCriminal Charges 
 
 The Serbian government has also tried to silence and intimidate opposition politicians and political 
groups by bringing criminal charges against them.  In early January, charges were brought against Vuk Dra�kovi�, 
leader of the Opposition Serbian Renewal Movement (Srpski Pokret Obnove -- SPO) that has criticized President 
Milo�evi�'s policies in Croatia and Serbia.  On March 9-10, 1991, demonstrations were held in Belgrade to protest 
Serbian government control of the media.  Excessive police force and an ensuing riot resulted in the deaths of a 
17-year-old youth and one police officer.  At least 203 were wounded. Demonstration participants and organizers -
- including Dra�kovi� -- were arbitrarily arrested and harassed.41  Almost one year later, charges have been 
brought against Dra�kovi� purportedly because of his role in organizing the March demonstrations. Dra�kovi� is 
charged with bearing the responsibility for the deaths of two men, the injuries of 29 individuals and 15.5 million 
dinars worth of material damage.  If convicted, Dra�kovi� could face fifteen years in prison. 
 
 Helsinki Watch believes that the charges brought against Vuk Dra�kovi� are unjustified and are being 
used as a means of political intimidation.  Although Dra�kovi� was one of the main organizers of the March 
demonstrations, it was the excessive use of force by the Serbian police against demonstrators that resulted in 
the ensuing riot.  Criminal charges were filed against Dra�kovi� after he and other Serbian opposition figures 
voiced their discontent regarding President Milo�evi�'s policies toward Croatia, continued government control of 
the media and stifling of the Serbian opposition. Helsinki Watch believes that Dra�kovi�'s arrest is being used as 
a means to intimidate opposition groups in Serbia and cow them into submission. 
 
    Persecution of AntiPersecution of AntiPersecution of AntiPersecution of Anti----War ActivistsWar ActivistsWar ActivistsWar Activists 
 
 The Serbian government now portrays anti-war activists as fascists and traitors to the Serbian nation.  
Many prominent intellectuals such as Mirko Kova�, Bogdan Bogdanovi�, Filip David and Vesna Pe�i� have been 
threatened with bodily harm and are otherwise harassed for their opposition or anti-war activities.42  In some 
cases, groups and persons who refer to themselves as "Yugoslav," rather than "Serbian," are targets of attacks 
and harassment.   The Serbian government's propaganda campaign has resulted in the political marginalization 
of Serbia's once-active opposition movement. 
 
 Moreover, members of Serbian paramilitary groups and individual vandals have harassed members of 
the Serbian opposition, the anti-war movement and the independent or non-Serbian press.  In some cases, 
Serbian authorities appear to have condoned, if not encouraged, such harassment and assaults.  In November, the 
headquarters of the Center for Anti-War Activities was vandalized.  On November 11, five men vandalized the 
headquarters of the Reformist Party of Serbia, an opposition group that advocates the maintenance of a single, 
democratic Yugoslavia.43 The Belgrade headquarters of Yutel, a pan-Yugoslav television program based in 

                     

     41For an account of human rights violations and the excessive use of force by the Serbian police, see "Yugoslavia: 
The March 1991 Demonstrations in Belgrade,"  Helsinki Watch, May 1, 1991. 

     42See Slobodan Kosti�, "Grafit na jasenova�kom cvetu," Borba, December 12, 1991, p. 22. 

     43See Du�an Stojanovi�, "Yugoslav Military Bombards Dubrovnik, Appears Near to Capturing Vukovar," Associated 
Press, November 11, 1991. 
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Sarajevo, was also ransacked and members of its staff were physically assaulted.  Helsinki Watch is not aware of 
any arrests by the Serbian authorities of individuals responsible for such violence. 
 
    Press RestrictionsPress RestrictionsPress RestrictionsPress Restrictions 
 
 Helsinki Watch is concerned about reports that the Yugoslav army is forcing local newspapers in 
Kragujevac and other areas in inner Serbia to print lists of persons whom the JNA claims are army deserters who 
fled from the battlefields in Croatia.  Military authorities reportedly intended to post such lists in public areas.  At 
anti-war rallies in Serbia, petitions were signed protesting such action by the Yugoslav military.  According to the 
Center for Anti-War Activities, 680 people signed such a petition at an anti-war meeting in Belgrade on December 
29.  Thereafter, the military authorities revoked their demands that such names be publicly disclosed. Helsinki 
Watch does not question the JNA's role in maintaining discipline in the army. However, Helsinki Watch is 
concerned that the public disclosure of the names of purported deserters could lead to reprisals against them or 
their families by paramilitary groups or individual extremists. Moreover, by demanding that local newspapers 
publish such lists, Yugoslav military authorities are interfering with freedom of the press. 
 
 The Albanian-language press in Kosovo has either been banned by the Serbian authorities (as in the case 
of the Albanian-language daily Rilindja) or completely subordinated to the Belgrade media (as in the case of 
Radio/Television Pri�tina). The governments in Vojvodina and Montenegro have effectively wrested all control of 
the press from journalists. Journalists, regardless of their national or ethnic affiliation, have been harassed 
throughout Vojvodina for their support of the political opposition. The managing directors and editors of the 
Radio/Television Novi Sad were replaced by the provincial government. In addition to Vojvodina's Serbian-
language media, Hungarian-, Ruthenian-, Romanian-, and Slovak-language presses also were purged. Directors, 
editors and journalists unsympathetic to the provincial government or Belgrade's politics were replaced at the 
following newspapers: Dnevnik, Poljoprirednik, Hlas Ljudu, Libertatee, Ruske Slovo, Het Nap and Magyar Szo. 
 
Continuing Human Rights Abuses in KosovoContinuing Human Rights Abuses in KosovoContinuing Human Rights Abuses in KosovoContinuing Human Rights Abuses in Kosovo 
 
 The Serbian misdemeanor law, which allows for up to 60 days imprisonment, has been grossly abused by 
Serbian authorities in Kosovo. Instead of prolonged detention, ethnic Albanians are being imprisoned several 
times for short periods. Many Albanians are arrested for committing so-called "verbal crimes," such as "insulting 
the socialist, patriotic, national and moral feelings of the citizenry," "insulting a public official, institution or 
organization," and "conveying disturbing news." In many cases, Albanians are charged with such "crimes" for 
their support of Albanian nationalism, of independence from Serbia and of republic status for Kosovo or union 
with Albania. Those convicted are usually given 30- to 60- day prison sentences and by the time an appeal is filed 
and a hearing is granted, an individual has already served his or her prison term. Many Albanians have served 
multiple misdemeanor sentences, and the practice is being abused so as to silence, intimidate and harass 
opponents and critics of the Serbian regime in Kosovo. Moreover, some Albanians are summoned by the police 
for interrogations or, what is commonly referred to as an "informative discussion" (informativni razgovor). In 
some cases, ethnic Albanians have been beaten during such interrogations.  
 
 Rilindja, the only daily Albanian-language newspaper in Kosovo, remains banned; it has been eighteen 
months since its forcible closure in July 1990. From October 25 to December 1, 1991, four Albanian journalists were 
arrested and imprisoned for publishing a book, a map and two articles which were deemed to be subversive by 
the Serbian authorities. Journalists who have been imprisoned for similar "offenses" in the past have been 
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beaten while in police custody.   Albanians have lost their jobs for refusing to sign loyalty oaths to the Serbian 
government or the new management which was installed by the Serbian authorities. Others have been dismissed 
from their jobs because they organized and participated in peaceful demonstrations. Some Albanians who have 
lost their jobs have also lost their apartments, in which their employers often hold a share. Approximately 300 
Albanian families have been evicted from their homes without a court hearing, to which they are entitled. 
Dismissals of Albanians from their jobs and evictions from their homes have led to further economic and social 
marginalization of Albanians in Kosovo, where reportedly 86 percent of the population lives below the poverty 
line.44   
 
 The medical profession in Kosovo has also been purged of Albanians. Reportedly 2,000 Albanian medical 
personnel have been dismissed from their jobs. The quality of health care has deteriorated so drastically that 
cases of tetanus, diphtheria and child paralysis are appearing among the population. The delivery and receipt of 
humanitarian aid by local relief groups is impeded. In some cases, stocks of humanitarian aid have been 
confiscated by the Serbian authorities. 
 
 After the Serbian authorities revised the school curriculum so as better to reflect Serbian culture and 
history in Kosovo's education, ethnic Albanian students boycotted classes.  The Albanians claimed that Albanian 
history and culture were reduced to a bare minimum so as to accommodate the Serbian curriculum. Moreover, 
ethnic Albanians object to the institution of Serbian as the main  language of instruction in Kosovo's schools. 
Although provisions are made for Albanian-language use in primary and secondary schools, Albanians claim that 
they are deprived of the right to use their language.  Helsinki Watch urges the Serbian government to respect the 
rights of ethnic minorities in accordance with principles set forth in various documents of the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), particularly the two documents that summarize the results of the July 
1991 experts' meetings on ethnic minority rights in Geneva. 
  
    *   *   **   *   **   *   **   *   * 

                     

     44 Borba, December 6, 1991. 
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Dear President Milo�evi� and General Adñi�: 
 
 This lengthy letter contains only a portion of the information on human rights abuses compiled by 
Helsinki Watch.  We urgently call on you to end these violations.  
 
 We call upon the Yugoslav Army and Serbian forces in Croatia to: 
 
  ! Investigate reports of summary executions and torture of civilians and disarmed 

combatants by Serbian military or paramilitary groups and to prosecute and punish all 
those guilty of such crimes. 

 
  ! Refrain from the indiscriminate and disproportionate use of force, which has caused 

thousands  of civilian deaths and injuries, and cease all discriminate attacks against 
civilians -- including journalists -- and civilian objects. 

 
  ! Immediately and unconditionally release all civilians held hostage.  We urge that all 

captured combatants be treated humanely and  that torture and other mistreatment 
cease. 

 
  ! Make known the whereabouts of all missing persons abducted by Serbian forces.  
 
  ! Cease the robbing, pillaging, and forcible confiscation of homes and property. 
 
  ! Refrain from forcibly displacing persons for non-war related reasons and allow all 

persons forcibly displaced to return to their homes without reprisals or mistreatment 
against such persons. 

 
  ! Refrain from mobilizing members of the anti-war movement and political opposition in 

Serbia as a means of silencing government critics. 
 
  ! Refrain from interfering with freedom of the Serbian press by demanding that it print 

the names of purported army deserters. 
 
 We call upon the Serbian government to: 
 
  ! Investigate reports of harassment of, and attacks upon, anti-war activists, opposition 

groups, and the independent-minded media.   
 
  ! Drop all criminal charges brought against Vuk Dra�kovi� for his role in organizing the 

March 1991 demonstrations in Belgrade. 
 
  ! Cease all harrassment, arrest, demotion and dismissal of independent journalists and 

respect freedom of the press. 
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  ! Cease all arrests, prosecution and imprisonment of ethnic Albanians who have 
peacefully exercised their right to free speech and expression in Kosovo.   

 
  ! Cease the mistreatment of Albanians held in detention. 
 
  ! Immediately and unconditionally lift the ban against Rilindja. 
 
  ! Cease all forms of discrimination against ethnic Albanians in Kosovo, including the 

arbitrary dismissal of Albanian workers from their jobs and their subsequent eviction 
from their homes.  


